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Let C,,(X) be the space of continuous, real-valued functions on a topofogical space X topolog- 
ized by the pointwise convergence topology and let C:(X) be the linear subspace of C,,(X) 
consisting of bounded functions. We prove that if X is a nondiscrete. countable metric space, 
then C,,(X) and C:(X) are homeomorphic to the countable product ofthe pre-Hilbert spaces ri. 
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1. Introduction 
Let C,(X) be the space of continuous real-valued functions on a topological 
space X endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence. By C,*(X) we denote 
the subspace of C,(X) consisting of bounded functions. The spaces C,,(X) and 
C,*(X) are of special interest to topologists (see References). They are metrizable, 
if X is countable. Obviously, if X = {x,, x2,. . . }, then (f(xi))Tal ER* forfc C,(X) 
and hence C,(X) is a Iinear subspace of the space 88”. 
If X is a metric space, then C,(X) is an absolute FVs-set (a space F is an absolute 
F-&-set if whenever F is a subset of a metric space Y, then F = nz,, UT=, Ynk, 
where Ynk is a closed subset of Y for n, k = 1,2,. . . ). The space C$(X) is an 
F--subset of C,(X) and hence it is an absolute F,-set as well (see [63). 
* This paper was written while the author was visiting the Institute of Slathematics of the Warsaw 
University, Warsaw, Poland. 
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Among the metric linear spaces the simplest example of an absolute F,,-set is 
thespaceu,=l{xIix.-a, where 1s is the subspace of the Hilbert space II consisting 
of all sequences for which all but finitely many elements are zero. In [ 13, 1,2] it 
was proved that if X is a countable metric space which is not locally compact, then 
C,(X) and C,*(X) are homeomorphic to a,. Van Mill [13] conjectured that the 
same is true for all countable metric nondiscrete spaces X. Obviously, if X is 
countable and discrete, then C,,(X) is homeomorphic to R’. 
Let (YI%=NY {CO} be the one point compactilication of the countable discrete 
space N. We denote c = C,,(LYN) and c,,= {XE c: x(00) = 0). Notice that c = 
{(~,)ER~: (1,) converges} and c,,={(r,)~[W~: lim ri = 0) with the subspace topology. 
The main result of our paper is the following theorem: 
1.1. Theorem. The space co is homeomorphic to a,. 
It was well known and easy to prove that the complete topological classification 
of the considered function spaces follows from Theorem 1.1. 
1.2. Corollary. If X is a countable metric space, which is not discrete, then C,(X) 
and C,*(X) are homeomorphic to u,. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following: We check that a, and c, 
are absorbing sets of “the same type” and according to the general theory of 
absorbing sets developed in [5] they are homeomorphic. The hardest part of the 
proof is to establish that c,, is an absorbing set. Our first proof was based on the 
fact that c, is homeomorphic to (co)= proved in [9]. Recently, we have discovered 
that this fact can be omitted (actually, it may be obtained using the technique of 
absorbing sets). 
2. Some properties of the space co 
We shall need some elementary facts about the space c,. 
2.1. Lemma. The spaces c and c,, are linearly homeomorphic. 
Proof. The required linear homeomorphism of c onto c,, is given by the formula: 
x~(X(CO),X(OO)-X(1),X(CO)-x(2),. ..). cl 
2.2. Lemma. If X is a countable, metric space which is not discrete, then rhere are 
spaces E and E* such that C,(X) and C,*(X) are linearly homeomorphic to c,-, x E 
and co x E *, respectkely. 
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Proof. Since X is metrizable and not discrete there exists a subset A in X which 
is homeomorphic to aN. By [8] there exists a retraction r: X + A of X onto A. It 
is easy to see that the map f-(f] A,f-fo r) is a linear homeomorphism of the 
space C,(X) onto the product C,(A) x C,(X, A) and it maps C:(X) onto C,(A) x 
C,*(X, A), where C,,(X, A) = {fe C’,,(X): fl A 3 0) and Cz(X, A) = C,,(X, A) n 
C,*(X). By Lemma 2.1 C,,(A) and c, are linearly homeomorphic. 0 
We shall also need the following notion of product spaces in the sense of c,. Let 
llxllr = sup{lx(n)l: n E N} for x E c0 and let cO( r) = {x E c,,: 11x11 s < r}. The norm I] . II r 
is not continuous on co. We define 
n,, co= {(x,)E (cJa: limllxjll,= 01, 
n,,cg(r)={(Xi)E(co(r))l): lim]]x,j],=O}. 
The subspaces IT,, co and flc,, c,J r) of the space (co)= are endowed with the subspace 
topology. 
2.3. Proposition. (a) ITc,) co = co, 
(b) n,, c,(l) = cdl). 
Proof. Write N = lJ,=, Ni, where {Ni} is an infinite sequence of infinite disjoint 
subsets of N. Let h :R”+ (R”)” be the homeomorphism of W” onto (R”)” given by 
the formula h(t) = s, where f=(fn)neN, s=(s,)i,N and sj =(t,,)nE\,. We have h(c,) = 
Q co and h(c,(l)) = IIca, c,(l). 0 
3. %-absorbing sets in s 
We shall start with recalling some definitions. A closed subset A of a space X is 
a Z-set in X if for each open cover %! of X there is a %-close to id, map f: X + X 
with f(X) n A = 0. A set A c X is locally homotopy negligible in X if for every 
open set U c X the inclusion U\A + U is a weak homotopy equivalence [17]. Let 
us notice that Z-sets in X E ANR are closed, locally homotopy negligible sets in X 
[171- 
For a space X and a basepoint * E X we define the weak product W(X, *) = 
{(x,) E X”: x, = * for almost all n} (with the subspace topology). 
Let % be a class of separable metric spaces which is 
(a) topological (i.e., for every C E %’ and every homeomorphism h : C + D it 
follows that DE V); 
(b) hereditary with respect to closed subsets (i.e., every closed subset of any 
C E %’ belongs to VZ); 
(c) additive (i.e., if C = C, u Cz, where C,, C2 are elements of %’ which are closed 
in C, then C E %). 
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A space X is strongly %-universal if, for every map f’: C --, X from a space C E % 
into X, for every closed subset D c C such that f/ D : D + X is a Z-embedding (i.e., 
f is an embedding and f(D) is a Z-set in X) and for every open cover Q of X, 
there exists a Z-embedding h: C+X such that hlD=fJD and h is %-close toj: 
As usual, s denotes the pseudointerior (-1, I)’ of the Hilbert cube [-I, 11”. We 
say that a subset X of s (or of a topological copy of s) is a %-absorbing set in s if 
s\X is locally homotopy negligible in s; X = lJr=, X,,, where each X,, is a Z-set 
in X and X, E %?, and X is strongly %-universal. 
The following theorem is fundamental for the theory of %-absorbing sets (see IS, 
Theorem 3.11). 
3.1. Theorem. Let X and Y be trc’o %-absorbing sets in s. 7%en for every open cover 
% of s there exists a ~omeomorp~~ism h : X --, Y %-ciose to the i~~cllision X c s. 
The following proposition is a slight generalization of [5, Proposition 2.51. 
3.2. Proposition. Let X E AR, *E X, and let Ce be the class of all spaces which are 
homeomorphic to a closed subset of X. Then ifX is homeomorphic to a space Y, where 
W(X, *) c Y c X”, then X is strongly %-universal. 
Proof. To prove that the space Y (and hence X) is strongly %-universal we use 
the map f’ which is defined in the proof of [5, Proposition 2.51. We shall recall the 
definition of the map f’ because we want to point out some additional properties 
of it. Let f: C + Y be a map of a space C E % into Y and tet DC C be a closed 
subset such that j-1 D : D -+ Y is an embedding onto a Z-set in Y. Since Xx\ W( X, * ) 
is locally homotopy negligible in X’ we can assume that f( C\D) c W(X, *). 
Moreover, by [S, Lemma I.11 we can assume that f(C\D) nf(D) = G1 and that f is 
a closed map over f( D) (i.e., for every x EJ( D) and a neighbourhood U of f-‘(x) 
in C there exists a neighbourhood V of x in Y, with f -‘( V) c U). Let g : C -, X be 
a closed embedding such that *&g(C). We choose a metric d on X’ so that 
d(x, x’f d 2-k-’ if x and x’ agree on the first k coordinates. If %! is an open cover 
of Y, then we can find a Lipschitz map E: Y + (0,l) such that the balls {YE 
Y: d(x, y) < e(x)} form a cover which refines %. Define 6: Y --$ [0, 1) by S(x) = 
min{e(x), d(.r,f(D))]. 
For c E Ck = (d E C: 2-k-’ < G(f(d)) S 2-“}, k = 1,2,. . . , define 
f’(c) = (h(c),_&(c), . . * ,.fi(c), Hk+,(c, -k--b a(f(c))), 
g(c), g(c), WC, -k-log, S(f(c))), *, *, *, . . . ), 
where &+l: C x [O, 11 --, X is a homotopy betweenfk+i and g, and G : C x LO, l] + X 
is a homotopy between * and g (A is the ith coordinate of f). For c E 0, let 
f’(c) =f(c). 
By the construction the map f’: C + Y is closed over f’(D), f’iD = 
flD,f’( C\D) nf’( D) = 0, and f’ is Q-close to f: Moreover, f’ is a one-to-one map 
such that f '1 C, : C, + W( X, * ) is an embedding and f '( C, ) is closed in Xx (f '( Ck) 




Hence f ‘: C + Y is an embedding of C onto a closed subset of Y. It is not hard to 
check that f'(C) is a Z-set in Y. 0 
3.3. Lemma. Let X be an AR-space which is a countable union of Z-sets and let us 
assume that X is homeomorphic to a space Y, where W( X, * ) E YE X’ for some 
basepoint * E X. Let Ce be the class of spaces homeomorphic to a closed subset of X. Then 
(1) % is an additive, topological class hereditary with respect to closed subsets, 
(2) X is a %-absorbing set in s, 
(3) W(X, *) is a %-absorbing set in s for every basepoint * E X, 
(4) X z W(X, * ) for ecery * E X, 
(5) ifX=~ %, then X=X”. 
Proof. (1) We shall only check that % is additive. Let C = C, u Cz, where C, , C2 
are closed subsets of C and C,, Cz E V. Let f, : C, --f X be an embedding of C, onto 
a closed subset of X. We can assume that f,( C,) is a Z-set in X. By Proposition 3.2 
the space X is strongly %-universal. Hence there exists a closed embedding fz : C2 + X 
such that f-.lC,nC,=f,lC,nC, and f2(C2\C,nCz)CX\f,(C,). Then f:C+X 
defined by flC,=f,lC, and f ] C, = f21C2 is a closed embedding. 
(2) According to [17, 181 X” may be considered as a subset of s such that the 
complements of the sets W(X, *), Y and X” are locally homotopy negligible in s. 
By Proposition 3.2 X is strongly %-universal and being a countable union of Z-sets 
from % it is a q-absorbing set in s. 
(3) Wehave W(X,*)=U,?=,Z.,whereZ,={(x,)~ W(X,*):x,=*fori>j}.Each 
Z, is a Z-set in W(X, *) and Z, E %?. By (2) and [5, Proposition 2.51 W(X, *) is a 
%-absorbing set in s. 
(4) This is a consequence of (2), (3) and Theorem 3.1. 
(5) Obviously X” is a countable union of Z-sets. By [5, Proposition 2.51 and (2) 
X” is a %-absorbing set in s. By Theorem 3.1 X is homeomorphic to X”. 0 
4. A characterization of the countable product of 1: 
We recall that cr =1$x 1(x. . . (see [13]). Let pm6 be the class of all absolute 
F,,-sets. In [5] it w& proved that a, is an gVb -absorbing set in s and this was used 
to derive an internal topological characterization of a,. In this paper we will apply 
the following slight modification of this characterization. 
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4.1. Proposition. A space X is homeomorphic to a, if and only if 
(a) XEAR, 
(b) X=lJ=iXj, h w ereX,ESC,6andXJisaZ-setinXforj=1,2 ,..., 
(c) X is homeomorphic to a subspace Y of the product X xI which contains W( X, * ) 
for some basepoint * E X, 
(d) X contains a closed subset homeomorphic to X”. 
Proof. Let a space X satisfy (a),(b),(c),(d) and let %’ be the class of spaces 
homeomorphic to a closed subset of X. By Lemma 3.3 X is a %-absorbing set in 
s. We shall prove that X is an sVs- absorbing set in s as well. By (b) it is enough 
to check that X is strongly 9”&- universal. Since CT,,, is universal for the class 9,,n 
(i.e., every space F in 9gfi is homeomorphic to a closed subset of a,) it is enough 
to prove that a,~%. Let a:[-1,11+X be an embedding and let 1=a([-1, 11) 
and * = (Y (0). Of course W( I, * ) is a closed subset of W( X, * ). Since I$ is homeomor- 
phic to W( I, *) (see [3, p. 2791) and W(X, *) is homeomorphic to X (see Lemma 
3.3) I{ is homeomorphic to a closed subset of X. Hence X” contains a closed subset 
which is homeomorphic to a,. Thus by (d) a, E ??. Now, by the fact that Us is an 
9rV,-absorbing set in s and by Theorem 3.1 X is homeomorphic to u,. E 
5. Proof of the main result 
In this section we prove our main result. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We shall apply the characterization of the space a, given in 
Section 4. To do that we shall check that the space c, satisfies the conditions 
(a), (b), (c) and (d) of Proposition 4.1. Condition (a) is obviously satisfied. We have 
GJ=U:=, c,,(n) and it is easy to show that c,,(n) is a Z-set in c, for n = 1,2,. . . . 
Moreover, co is an absolute Fns- set and hence cO( n) E SW6 for n = 1,2, . . . . Condition 
(c) follows from Proposition 3.2. To check (d) we shall first prove: 
5.1. Lemma. co= cO( 1). 
Proof. Let %’ be the class of spaces which are homeomorphic to a closed subset of 
q,(l). By Theorem 3.1 it is enough to prove that the spaces c, and co(l) are 
%-absorbing sets in s. 
The space c, is a dense linear subspace of R” = s. Hence W”\c,, is locally homotopy 
negligible in R” and C,,E AR. We have c,, = UT=“=, cO( n), c,,(n) E % and it is not hard 
to check that co(n) is a Z-set in c, for n = 1,2,. . . . By Proposition 2.3 c, z lTcO c, 
and W(c,,, 0) c l7=, c,,c (c,Jm. Thus by Proposition 3.2 c,, is strongly ‘%-universal. 
The space c,(l) is a subset of C-1, 11”. We have c,,(l)c r-1, l]“\B, where 
B={(ti)E[-1, 11”: Iti]= for infinitely many i}. The sets B and [-1, l]‘\s are 
absorbing sets for the class of all compacta (see [3, p. 1561) and hence [-1, l]“\B 
is homeomorphic to s. It easy to show that [-1, l]“\B\c,(l) is locally homotopy 
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negligible in [-1, I]‘\B. Moreover c~(lf=U~~~~~~(1-1/n)uA, where A= 
{x E cO( I): /x(n)\ = 1 for n E K, where K is a finite, nonempty subset of N}. It is a 
matter of routine to check that cO( 1 - l/n) is a Z-set for n = 1,2,. . . and A is a 
countable union of Z-sets in c,,( 1). By Proposition 3.2 c,,( 1) = I’&, c,,( 1) and 
W(c,,( l), 0) c “;, cO( 1) c ( cO( l))r. Thus by Proposition 3.2 co(l) is strongly %- 
universal. •1 
5.2. Lemma. c,, conruins a closed subset ~o~ea~orp~ic to (c-J=. 
Proof. Let T = cO( 1) x c,(i) x co(f) x . * - . Then T is a closed subset of ZTc,, co = c, (see 
Proposition 2.3). By Lemma 5.2 T is homeomorphic to (co)“. Cl 
5.3. Remark. An easy consequence of Lemma 5.2, Propositions 3.2 and 2.5 and 
Theorem 3.1 is the fact that c,= (c,Jr, this was first proved in [9]. 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. By Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1.1 the spaces C,,(X) and 
C:(X) are homeomorphic to the products E x cr, and E* x a,, respectively. By 
[ 151 (see also [4, Corollary 5.4; 13, Theorem 5.33) Y x o;, is homeomorphic to crW 
iff Y is an absolute F,B-set and YE AR. The spaces E and E* being closed linear 
subspaces of C,,(X) and C,*(X), respectively, are absolute F,,-sets and AR-spaces. 
Thus the products E x m_ and E* x a, are homeomorphic to a,. Cl 
6. Final remarks 
A complete topological classification of all metric linear spaces which are absolute 
F,,-sets seems to be very complicated. Corotlary 1.2 describes topologically a certain 
subclass of these spaces. [3, Theorem 2.1, p. 2701 provides examples of absolute 
F,-sets which are countable dimensional metric linear spaces (see also [4]) and 
hence topologically different from c,. Examples of spaces C,(X), with countable 
metrizable X, which are linearly different are given in [14,2]. 
The classification of such spaces with respect to uniform homeomorphisms is 
even more complicated. In [lo, 111 it is shown that the considered function spaces 
may not be uniformly homeomorphic; moreover, a complete uniform classification 
of these spaces is given. 
If X is a countable but not necessarily metrizable space, then C,(X) may be not 
an absolute F,-set and it can have arbitrarily high Bore1 complexity in Iw” (see 
[12]). In [7] a topological classification of spaces C,,(X) for certain countable spaces 
X which are not metrizable is derived. 
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